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 because no one has written it yet it is your own project? or do you want other(s) to write it? mhz: seb128 did, but I don't know
where he is.. ok it would be great to be able to produce short hands on videos and be able to make available to other LUGs mhz:
what do you mean? well, basically, most of the 'for dummies' videos available are too long and too 'hard' short tutorials on what
you can do with ubuntu/linux would be cool not just how to fix your ubuntu, but how to make it your unique desktop not only

fix, but make it your favorite tool :) mhz: that could also be applied to making them "talking" :) :D sivang: do you think: short (
10min or less) , easy ( easy to follow and understand), easy to install do you mean a talking video? or do you want me to create a

video? I will be happy to do that, but I think this is seb's project mhz: it can be either of the two, but since seb is away I think
seb can do a better job of that mhz: also, I think it should be a better quality of video than a simple "tutorial" mhz: mhz: you

know what you can do when you are at a LUGmeeting? ;-) You can simply ask people what they want from a resource sivang:
and if I do a "talking" video or would you prefer me to make a video? mhz: for instance, a video on the commandline tools

could be like this: "Take it easy. You don't need to learn a new command every 5 minutes. You can always use the command
you already know: 520fdb1ae7
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